SUS Social Committee Meeting  
DATE | 6-7 pm | Abdul Ladha Rm #103

I. Attendance

Present: Mario, Avery, Gurshabad, Andrew, Carlie, Kiran, Esther, Azim, Theresa, Lorenzo

Regrets: Jake

Introduction

GOALS:
- Host a lot of events to remove misconception that SUS is cliquey
- Welcome events
- Help students find their science pride
- Leave a legacy, push to host quality events over quantity

EXPECTATIONS:
- Trust, Loyalty, Communication: emphasis on communication aspect, obtain trust and loyalty between each other
- Keep committee strong, as a family
- Committee Social?
- HELLA OPEN-MINDED
- Market 2-weeks ahead

Events:
- Flip Cup events with all faculties.
- POITS event Science vs Sauder?
- TRAPmass x AUS
- Collab with Engineering around 17th or 18th